
 
 

2012 LEGISLATIVE ACTION ITEMS: PLANKS CONSIDERED 
 
The assembly of the 2012 Platform Convention considered over one hundred 
Legislative Action Items before deciding on the Final twelve to be included in the 
official Party’s platform.  The following are candidates that were moved forward 
out of the Plank Break-Out Sessions for consideration by the entire delegation.  
Items that made the official 2012 DPO Platform are indicated with an asterisks (*) 
after the item. 
 
ARTICLE 1:  Our Responsibilities and Rights as Individuals and Family 

Members 
PLANK 1.1 - Shelter, Food, and a Living Wage 
PLANK 1.2 - Health Care 
PLANK 1.3 - Human Rights 

 
ARTICLE 2:  Our Responsibilities and Rights as Educated Citizens 

PLANK 2.1 - Student Access and Diversity 
PLANK 2.2 - Curriculum, Evaluation & Professional Rights 
PLANK 2.3 - Funding and Oversight 

 
ARTICLE 3:  Our Responsibilities and Rights as Members of a Community 

PLANK 3.1 - Revenue Policy 
 
ARTICLE 4:  Our Responsibilities and Rights as Workers and Business People 

PLANK 4.1 - Business and Economic Development 
PLANK 4.2 - Forest, Field, Range, and Fisheries 
PLANK 4.3 - Labor 

 
ARTICLE 5:  Our Responsibilities and Rights as Active Citizens 

PLANK 5.1 - Election Reform 
PLANK 5.2 - Public Safety, Justice and Civil Liberties 
PLANK 5.3 - Government Accountability and Oversight 

 
ARTICLE 6:  Our Responsibilities and Rights as Global Citizens 

PLANK 6.1 - Ecology and Natural Resources 
PLANK 6.2 - Energy and Transportation 
PLANK 6.3 - Foreign Policy and National Security 



ARTICLE 1: Our Responsibilities and Rights as Individuals and Family Members 
 
PLANK 1.1 - Shelter, Food, and a Living Wage: 
Securing the Basic Necessities of Life 
 

These were the top Legislative Action Items chosen for this plank during 
discussion at the Platform Convention. Starred items are the items that are in 
the official Platform of the DPO. 

 
1. Define and advance a living wage adequate to meet the minimum requirements 

of housing, food, health care, and other necessities for families and individuals 
in all regions of the state. 

 
2. Protect and expand programs that ensure basic food and housing needs are met 

for vulnerable populations, including but not limited to children, seniors, and 
people living with disabilities and/or mental illness. 

 
3. Declare a moratorium on foreclosures in which the Mortgage Electronic 

Registration Service is the trust deed holder of record. 
 
4. Increase the sustainable production, sale, and consumption of locally grown 

food, to improve the health of individuals, boost and diversify local economies 
and reduce dependence on fossil fuel transportation. 

 
5. Provide all Veterans, including members of the Oregon National Guard, 

Reservists, and their families, full funding of programs to address their ongoing 
needs for medical care, mental health services, dental care, basic housing, 
employment, and other services that assist in their transition back into civilian 
society. 

 
6. Restore and increase funding for the existing state Employment Related 

Daycare program, and expand access to publicly financed childcare for working 
and job-seeking parents. 

 
7. Assist Oregon cities and counties in developing and implementing plans to 

prevent and mitigate homelessness, considering models such as Housing First, 
and provide financial support to counties, cities, non-profits, individuals and 
families to implement these plans. 



ARTICLE 1: Our Responsibilities and Rights as Individuals and Family Members 
 
PLANK 1.2 - Health Care: 
Promoting a Healthy Life 
 

These were the top Legislative Action Items chosen for this plank during 
discussion at the Platform Convention. Starred items are the items that are in 
the official Platform of the DPO. 

 
1. Amend the Oregon and United States constitutions to establish health care as a 

fundamental human right. * 
 
2. Adopt a comprehensive Oregon health care system that provides universal 

coverage accessible to all Oregonians, and that does not discriminate on the 
basis of age, ethnicity, immigration status, disability, religion, sexual orientation, 
or gender identity. 

 
3. Establish a single-payer nonprofit health system. 
 
4. Allow the importation and re-importation of F.D.A. approved prescription drugs 

by individuals, businesses, and governments. 
 
5. Strengthen and fully fund Oregon’s Project Independence and make continued 

advances to assure in-home and community based long-term care systems, to 
allow for maximum independence and quality of life for all seniors and people 
with disabilities. 

 
6. Recognizing health care is a fundamental human right and adopt a 

comprehensive single payer health care system that provides all Oregonians 
with basic health care that include medical, dental, vision, mental health care, 
addiction treatment and preventative care by licensed providers. * 

 
7. Allow individuals and employers to buy into the Oregon Health Plan. 
 



ARTICLE 1: Our Responsibilities and Rights as Individuals and Family Members 
 
PLANK 1.3 - Human Rights: 
Guaranteeing Equal Rights for all People 
 

These were the top Legislative Action Items chosen for this plank during 
discussion at the Platform Convention. Starred items are the items that are in 
the official Platform of the DPO. 

 
1. Immediately pass the fully inclusive Employment Non-Discrimination Act 

(ENDA) and repeal the federal Defense of Marriage Act (DOMA). Reinstate 
status and benefits for service members previously discharged under Don’t Ask 
Don’t Tell (DADT). * 

 
2. Ban the death penalty.  
 
3. Ensure that individuals have the right to make reproductive and end-of-life 

decisions without interference or discriminatory insurance exclusions. 
 
4. Ensure freedom from discrimination based upon sexual orientation and gender 

identity as modeled by the Oregon Equality Act. Ensure the opportunity to 
serve the country, marry, and live life solely in accordance with their ability and 
desire without the specter of discrimination. 

 
5. Ensure full marriage equality for same-sex Oregon couples and effect full legal 

recognition for same-sex unions of other jurisdictions; repeal or amend Oregon 
Constitution Article 15, Section 5a (Ballot Measure 36 of 2004) that bans 
marriage equality for same-sex couples. * 

 
6. Ban torture, rendition, indefinite detention, and extra-judicial executions by the 

U.S. Government, its military personnel, agents, and civilian contractors. Strictly 
adhere to the Geneva Conventions and U.N. Convention on Torture, and apply 
these principles to all individuals, wherever held. 

 
7. Extend the right of Habeas Corpus to individuals held against their will by the 

US Government, any governmental entity with the power of incarceration, or 
any contracted entities of the US Government. Oppose any executive order, 
administrative action, or legislation that permits otherwise except as allowed by 
the Geneva Convention. 



ARTICLE 2: Our Responsibilities and Rights as Educated Citizens 
 
PLANK 2.1 - Student Access and Diversity: 
Achieving Universal Public Education 
 

These were the top Legislative Action Items chosen for this plank during 
discussion at the Platform Convention. Starred items are the items that are in 
the official Platform of the DPO. 

 
1. Provide every Oregon student a full range, beyond core subjects, of sufficient 

services such as early childhood education, counseling, critical thinking, 
citizenship, the arts, foreign language, physical education, vocational and career 
education, health education, and library services. * 

 
2. Establish tuition equity for all graduates of Oregon high schools, regard- less of 

citizen status, at all institutions within the Oregon State System of Higher 
Education. 

 
3. Ensure that the policies for student admission and expulsion are the same 

virtual, and charter schools as they are for traditional public schools. 
 
4. Enhance Internet services throughout Oregon to promote quality class- room 

learning, specialized education and flexible scheduling. 
 
5. Provide free post-secondary education to Oregon high school graduates. 



ARTICLE 2: Our Responsibilities and Rights as Educated Citizens 
 
PLANK 2.2 - Curriculum, Evaluation & Professional Rights: 
Evaluating and Supporting Students and Staff 
 

These were the top Legislative Action Items chosen for this plank during 
discussion at the Platform Convention. Starred items are the items that are in 
the official Platform of the DPO. 

 
1. Include school-based education professionals, students, parents, and community 

members in the development of quality K-12 curriculum, based on broadly 
accepted research and practices. 

 
2. Ensure the rights of educational professionals to freely and collectively 

negotiate working conditions, compensation, and employment stability to better 
serve student needs. 

 
3. Mandate extensive, transparent, local, public participation in and review of 

education policy development at the state level. 
 
4. Eliminate state-mandated, high stakes testing and reallocate that funding for 

professional development to assure more accurate and credible local 
assessment. 

 
5. Develop Career education at the secondary and post-secondary levels to address 

projected workforce needs and to support successful student entry into the job 
market. 

 
6. Establish the school-based design and development of test subjects and 

assessment methods. 
 
7. Provide stable resources for continuing professional development. 



ARTICLE 2: Our Responsibilities and Rights as Educated Citizens 
 
PLANK 2.3 - Funding and Oversight: 
Ensuring Financial Support and Public Control 
 

These were the top Legislative Action Items chosen for this plank during 
discussion at the Platform Convention. Starred items are the items that are in 
the official Platform of the DPO. 

 
1. Require mandated state or federal testing and reporting for K-12 pub- lic 

schools be required, on the same basis and frequency, for all students including, 
but not limited to, those educated in charter, virtual, home and private school, if 
the student has or might have access to public school funding. 

 
2. Provide sufficient and stable long-term funding - as a minimum the Quality 

Education Model - and equity for all Oregon public education to ensure high 
quality, a K-12 school year of at least 175 full instructional days, appropriate 
class sizes, and the restoration of vital programs in public education. * 

 
3. Restore lower college tuition and adequately fund and expand federal and state 

scholarship, grant (including Oregon Opportunity Grant), and low- interest loan 
programs, so that students from all economic backgrounds can attend and 
graduate from public vocational, community college, college and university 
programs without burdensome debt. 

 
4. Require that all virtual and charter schools are accountable to the public. 
 
5. Allow student loan debt to be discharged through the bankruptcy courts on the 

same basis as other unsecured consumer debt. Strictly regulate the student loan 
industry to end abusive and predatory practices. 

 
6. Support a consistent general fund revenue stream for higher education. 
 
7. Require private, for-profit colleges to absorb student debt and student loans 

made to students when proper assessments were not conducted and/ or 
unrealistic promises of career placement were made. 



ARTICLE 3: Our Responsibilities and Rights as Members of a Community 
 
PLANK 3.1 - Revenue Policy: 
Paying a Fair Share and Endowing Future Generations 
 

These were the top Legislative Action Items chosen for this plank during 
discussion at the Platform Convention. Starred items are the items that are in 
the official Platform of the DPO. 

 
1. Allow the legislature to raise revenue and adjust the tax system by a simple 

majority vote. * 
 
2. Dedicate unanticipated revenues, such as Kicker funds, to a Rainy Day Fund 

until it reaches at least 20% of the previous General Fund budget. * 
 
3. Amend the Oregon Constitution to eliminate Measure 5 OF 1990 and the 

property tax cap. 
 
4. Reform property tax limitations under measures 47/50 to address inequities and 

ease limits. 
 
5. Extend the Secure Rural Schools Self Determination Act, which provides 

assistance to formerly timber-dependent counties in wake of declining timber 
sales from public lands. 

 
6. Cap the mortgage interest deduction for those with taxable incomes at or above 

the 90th percentile. 
 
7. Require the repayment of business tax credits received if qualification terms are 

violated. 



ARTICLE 4: Our Responsibilities and Rights as Workers and Business People 
 
PLANK 4.1 - Business and Economic Development: 
Creating a Viable Economy 
 

These were the top Legislative Action Items chosen for this plank during 
discussion at the Platform Convention. Starred items are the items that are in 
the official Platform of the DPO. 

 
1. Reinstate the Glass-Steagall Act provisions that established a wall of separation 

between the commercial banks, which accept deposits, and investment banks, 
which issue securities, so that depositors’ FDIC-insured money cannot be used 
for risky gambling on Wall Street and commercial banks revert to their 
traditional role. * 

 
2. Create a state-run Bank of Oregon that is similar to the North Dakota model but 

tailored to the unique needs of our state. * 
 
3. Expand investment in Internet broadband infrastructure with emphasis on rural 

counties, in order to foster job growth, enhance educational opportunity, and 
increase economic development throughout Oregon. 

 
4. Enable the creation of for-profit benefit corporations in Oregon so that a 

corporation can formally work for the common good as well as for its share- 
holders. This new class of corporation will have a positive material impact on 
society and the environment, while meeting higher standards for accountability 
and transparency. 

 
5. Prioritize getting people back to work with family-wage jobs. 
 
6. Upgrade the capacity and infrastructure of Oregon’s international ports to take 

advantage of the growing Pacific Rim trade while protecting the natural 
environment, economic vitality and the public’s best interest. 

 
7. Invest in comprehensive, multi-modal transportation systems including roads, 

bridges, rail, marine, and transit projects across the state that are safe, 
sustainable, and provide economic value. 



ARTICLE 4: Our Responsibilities and Rights as Workers and Business People 
 
PLANK 4.2 - Forest, Field, Range, and Fisheries: 
Supporting Oregon’s Farmers, Ranchers and Foresters and Fishers 
 

These were the top Legislative Action Items chosen for this plank during 
discussion at the Platform Convention. Starred items are the items that are in 
the official Platform of the DPO. 

 
1. Protect and manage West Coast fisheries so that native, naturally spawning fish 

stocks can thrive, using fish reserves, ocean reserves, marine protected areas, 
dam removal or improvements, habitat restoration, pollution reduction 
measures, and other science-based methods. 

 
2. Provide startup capital to Oregon landowners and companies serving the 

farming, ranching and forestry communities for demonstration projects to 
support transition to sustainable alternative energy sources made from existing 
local agricultural waste streams. 

 
3. Make the preservation of, and habitat restoration in, old growth forests a 

priority. Ensure that best forest practices are used in all logging to protect 
watersheds. Support companies whose logging practices protect and enhance 
the health of forests. 

 
4. Increase the Farm to School program, which provides healthy meals for our 

children and reduces the carbon footprint in transporting food while supporting 
our family farms. Encourage and support school gardens. 

 
5. Protect Oregon’s richest farmlands from the encroachment of urban sprawl by 

establishing reliable protection boundaries for community scale agriculture, 
commercial farming, and tree plantation agriculture that preserve appropriate 
quality soils for each. Encourage future development in underutilized sites 
within the urban growth boundaries. 

 
6. Encourage organic and sustainable farming by providing assistance with 

research, product development, certification, and marketing. 
 
7. Support production of non-genetically-modified, Oregon-adapted crops, 

including current commercial varieties, as well as experimental plants such as 
hemp, switch grass, and giant cane for food, forage, fuel and fiber. 



ARTICLE 4: Our Responsibilities and Rights as Workers and Business People 
 
PLANK 4.3 - Labor: 
Ensuring Workers Rights, including Retirement Security 
 

These were the top Legislative Action Items chosen for this plank during 
discussion at the Platform Convention. Starred items are the items that are in 
the official Platform of the DPO. 

 
1. Prevent the privatization of Social Security and Medicare, and support 

continued full funding through payroll taxes to preserve retirement security for 
American workers. Prohibit employers from avoiding pension responsibilities 
and collective bargaining contracts through bankruptcy. Require that pension 
funds not be used for any purpose except funding pension liabilities. * 

 
2. Pass the Employee Free Choice Act, which allows workers to use “Card Check” 

to gain union representation without penalty or interference from the employer. 
Prevent employers from hiring strikebreakers during a labor dispute. 

 
3. Eliminate Right-to-Work and permanent striking worker replacement laws that 

undermine unions by allowing workers to enjoy the benefits of union 
representation without paying their fair share of dues for the work the union 
does on their behalf. 

 
4. Eliminate the cap on payroll withholding for Social Security to help stabilize 

Social Security funding and ensure retirement security for both present and 
future recipients. 

 
5. Require enforcement of “Equal Pay for Equal Work” laws and regulations to 

include all protected classes. 
 
6. Establish career and technical education classes in every middle and high school, 

so that ALL Oregon students gain needed skills in construction, manufacturing, 
renewable energy, and health care. 

 
7. Restore Bureau of Labor and Industry (BOLI) funding to effectively enforce 

current employment, prevailing wage and civil rights laws. 



ARTICLE 5: Our Responsibilities and Rights as Active Citizens 
 
PLANK 5.1 - Election Reform: 
Opposing Privatization of the Vote and Guaranteeing Transparent Elections 
that Reflect the Will of the People 
 

These were the top Legislative Action Items chosen for this plank during 
discussion at the Platform Convention. Starred items are the items that are in 
the official Platform of the DPO. 

 
1. Establish a publicly funded campaign finance program designed to encourage 

voter participation and limit campaign spending. 
 
2. Increase the transparency and accountability of all political contributions by 

requiring full and timely disclosure. Amend the U.S. Constitution to en- sure 
Congressional and State authority over corporate political speech, and to 
prohibit all corporate financial contributions to political campaigns. 

 
3. Amend the Oregon Constitution to abolish the 20-day voter registration 

deadline and to enable same-day voter registration. 
 
4. Require voter-verified paper ballots and audits for all federal and state elections. 
 
5. Oppose laws that restrict the right of all lawful citizens to vote, including, but 

not limited to, seniors, low-income individuals, students 18 and over, people of 
color and those convicted of crimes who have served their sentences. 

 
6. Amend the U.S. Constitution to state that corporations are not people and 

money is not speech. * 
 
7. Develop, use, and maintain public ownership of software with publicly 

inspectable source code in all aspects of elections, including election 
management, creation of ballot definition files and vote tallying. 

  



ARTICLE 5: Our Responsibilities and Rights as Active Citizens 
 
PLANK 5.2 - Public Safety, Justice and Civil Liberties: 
Preserving Our Personal Freedoms, While Ensuring our Safety 
 

These were the top Legislative Action Items chosen for this plank during 
discussion at the Platform Convention. Starred items are the items that are in 
the official Platform of the DPO. 

 
1. Repeal all portions of the USA PATRIOT Act I, USA PATRIOT Act II and 

National Defense Authorization Act (NDAA) of 2012 that infringe on 
constitutional rights, including, but not limited to, surveillance without warrants, 
no-fly lists, indefinite detention without due process, intrusive airport pat- 
downs, and sneak and peek searches. 

 
2. Classify the management of prisons as an essential government function, 

making it ineligible and unsuitable for outsourcing to the private sector. 
 
3. Ensure the right of citizens to photograph and/or record police and other public 

officials who are performing their official duties in public. Ban police from 
seizing and searching personal cameras, cell phones and other recording 
devices without obtaining a warrant. 

 
4. Assign responsibility to the Attorney General’s Office to serve as the State’s 

attorney in the investigation or possible prosecution of all homicides by non-
federal, non-tribal law enforcement officers. 

 
5. Prohibit police or sheriffs in Oregon cities, towns, campuses and counties from 

becoming de facto agents of the FBI, Department of Homeland Security, 
Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE), Drug Enforcement 
Administration (DEA), or other federal agencies. 

 
6. Provide additional improved treatment facilities and programs for individuals 

experiencing mental illness, to reduce law enforcement contacts and the 
incarceration of those individuals. Provide enhanced training in handling mental 
health issues to law enforcement officials. 

 
7. Prevent cyber crime, protect online privacy rights, and oppose attempts such as 

the Cyber Intelligence Sharing and Protection Act (CISPA) to censor free speech 
on the Internet. Prohibit current and prospective employers from requesting or 
requiring personal passwords as a condition of employment. 



ARTICLE 5: Our Responsibilities and Rights as Active Citizens 
 
PLANK 5.3 - Government Accountability and Oversight: 
Demanding Honesty, Integrity and Competence in Government 
 

These were the top Legislative Action Items chosen for this plank during 
discussion at the Platform Convention. Starred items are the items that are in 
the official Platform of the DPO. 

 
1. Preserve, strengthen, and enhance the income-generating ability of a 

sustainable public United States Postal Service as the effective public 
communication system, particularly six day delivery, efficient distribution hubs, 
and reasonably distributed rural post offices, including repeal of the law 
requiring pre-payment of 75 years of future postal retiree benefits. * 

 
2. Reverse the consolidation and concentration of media ownership, in order to 

protect an effective Fourth Estate with a free and fair media (e.g. newspapers, 
broadcast TV and radio, cable, satellite, and Internet) that can ensure a diversity 
of viewpoints and an informed debate critical to democratic self-governance. 

 
3. Defend Oregonians’ property rights against unjust taking, impairment, and 

other abuse by energy and other private companies. Ban the use of Eminent 
Domain for routing or locating energy export facilities. 

 
4. Support state efforts to evaluate, upgrade, and implement information 

technology systems and services to improve oversight, and to enhance the 
efficiency, access, and delivery of government services. 

 
5. Require full disclosure of State government contracts, economic development 

subsidies, and grant agreements to include cost/benefit reporting. 
 
6. Require non-profit corporations receiving government funds to increase 

transparency and accountability by opening board meetings to the public and 
by strengthening the protections for whistle-blowers who report un- safe, 
unethical, or illegal business practices. 

 
7. Expand, standardize, coordinate, and enforce the current Public Records law, 

while reviewing and evaluating existing exemptions. 



ARTICLE 6: Our Responsibilities and Rights as Global Citizens 
 
PLANK 6.1 - Ecology and Natural Resources: 
Providing for our Needs, While Preserving the Earth 
 

These were the top Legislative Action Items chosen for this plank during 
discussion at the Platform Convention. Starred items are the items that are in 
the official Platform of the DPO. 

 
1. Declare global climate change a world emergency and also a matter of national 

security, and institute strong measures in all economic arenas to reduce 
releases of greenhouse gases and to adapt to their impact. 

 
2. Require nationwide labeling of Genetically Modified Organism (GMO) foods and 

feed products. 
 
3. Encourage the construction and renovation of public and private buildings and 

infrastructure, using renewable building methods and materials and 
demonstrating the highest level of leadership in energy and environ- mental 
design. 

 
4. Regulate the use of antibiotics in animal food and feeds to reduce the potential 

for antibiotic resistant bacteria and require labeling in foods produced with the 
antibiotics and hormones. 

 
5. Develop safeguards to prevent the transfer, without adequate oversight and 

compensation, of federal and state public lands and resources to private 
ownership. This includes, but is not limited to air, space, beaches, public lands of 
all jurisdictions, water resources and territorial seas, and oil reserves and 
mineral estates. 

 
6. Promote statewide sustainable packaging, and develop commercial- scale 

composting facilities. Ban cost-free distribution of non-biodegradable, single use 
plastic bags and packaging. 

 
7. Provide adequate funding to state and federal agencies to effectively and fairly 

implement state and federal environmental laws, such as Clean Water Act 
(CWA), Clean Air Act (CAA), Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA), 
and relevant Oregon Revised Statutes (ORS). 



ARTICLE 6: Our Responsibilities and Rights as Global Citizens 
 
PLANK 6.2 - Energy and Transportation: 
Practicing Conservation while Tapping Human Ingenuity to Fuel the Future 
 

These were the top Legislative Action Items chosen for this plank during 
discussion at the Platform Convention. Starred items are the items that are in 
the official Platform of the DPO. 

 
1. Invest in Oregon industries based on sustainable technologies such as low 

carbon fuels, renewable energy, non-food biofuels, and distributive electricity or 
thermal and geo-thermal generation systems. 

 
2. Invest in net metering without annual resets and feed-in tariff programs. 

Develop public-private partnerships subject to Oregon’s prevailing wage laws to 
install solar on public properties, and develop green credits and tax incentives. 

 
3. Establish and support a modern, safe, and fuel efficient national rail sys- tem 

that includes high-speed and commuter passenger access, urban-rural 
connectivity, and improved freight efficiency. 

 
4. Prohibit the use of eminent domain to secure natural gas pipeline rights of way 

if used for the export of domestic natural gas. 
 
5. End subsidies and incentives for nuclear power and for fossil fuel development. 
 
6. Ensure that any new Columbia River Crossing (CRC) reduces congestion and 

overall traffic, improves environmental quality, enhances barge and freight 
traffic, improves safety, enhances aesthetics, and is built with US- made 
materials and local union labor. 

 
7. Extend incentives for the purchase of energy saving devices and products. 



ARTICLE 6: Our Responsibilities and Rights as Global Citizens 
 
PLANK 6.3 - Foreign Policy and National Security: 
Engaging the World through the Strength of Diplomacy, Justice and Rule of 
Law 
 

These were the top Legislative Action Items chosen for this plank during 
discussion at the Platform Convention. Starred items are the items that are in 
the official Platform of the DPO. 

 
1. Support initiatives to stop nuclear proliferation and to reduce and secure 

standing arsenals of nuclear weapons worldwide. 
 
2. Institute a well-funded national-service program. Service may include jobs in 

preventive and palliative medical, dental and eye care, teaching in underserved 
areas, conservation, and development of sustainable energy and agriculture. 
Service shall include training and benefits comparable to military service. 

 
3. Significantly lower the military budget, improve military efficiency, and reduce 

defense department waste. Conduct a full audit of the Pentagon. 
 
4. Support programs to reintegrate veterans returning from zones of armed 

conflict. 
 
5. Ban the use of private corporations, contractors, and mercenaries from military 

combat and combat support functions. 
 
6. Accelerate the withdrawal of American forces from Afghanistan. Close 

American bases in Afghanistan. 
 
7. Establish federal policy that reduces the use of military action as a foreign policy 

element while increasing reliance on diplomacy and economic and 
humanitarian assistance. 


